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Not being a lover of hot weather,
I’m always quite pleased when
Winter approaches and certainly
love the lead up to it with the rich
contrasts of Autumnal colours and
the beautiful blue skies. This year
the progress seems to have come a
lot later than usual and it has only
been in the last week of November
that we have seen the massive fall
of leaves from the trees in my area.

One thing I certainly dislike
about the Winter season though 
is the influx of colds and similar
viruses. I always hope to avoid
such events until Christmas is over,
as it’s far too busy a time for any

ailments! Well my luck was out this
year and I write this in the middle
of yet another sleep deprived night
disturbed by coughing! I’d like to
say it started with a kiss but I’m not
sure that’s correct as my husband
hasn’t developed it and I certainly
haven’t kissed anyone else. 

It actually started in the middle
of presenting at a study day, by
lunchtime my throat was sore and
my voice becoming quite rough.
However, as a one man band in my
training business ‘the show must 
go on’, so I completed the day but
by that night, I had no volume to
my voice at all. 

Now if my children were still 
at home they would think that bril-
liant - no more nagging!! However,
I was home all alone as my husband
was away at a conference in the
USA. This loss of voice has now
gone on for a whole week – and
trying to speak to Peter to keep in
touch across the seas was a disaster.
I had to resort to email when he
could pick it up! 

The one good thing about his
absence was that if I awoke in the
night, which has happened fre-
quently, I could at least turn on the
light and the TV to while away 
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the time until able to slumber again.
Horror of horrors, I’ve even got into
watching the reality TV programme
‘I’m a Celebrity, Get Me Out of
Here’ but it has strangely been 
of some company! 

Now Peter is back and my voice
is starting to break through, but
fearful of disturbing him with my
coughing, I creep out of our bed-
room and take residence on the 
settee – not quite so comfy! To 
console myself, I ordered myself a
magnifying lamp (yes yet another
irritation with increasing age, close
objects are a complete blur) and it
arrived yesterday. I set it up in my
new craft room and had a play 
earlier today making a card - it was
a lot more accurate than my recent
efforts. So I’ll away to the room
again to make a few cards and
watch the dawn rise. I hope you
have stayed virus free so far and
remain so for Christmas. 

My good wishes to you all for
the festive season and a Happy
New Year.



Bags Of Fun
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By Debbie Brothwood

Materials Required:
Scraps of White Card and Textured Leaf Paper 
or Plain Textured Paper: HND01A4.
Small Pom Poms 2 Pink and 2 Lilac.
Pink Bow and White Fluffy Feather.
Mauve Fluid Chalk.
Rubber Stamp Wording and Black Stamp Pad.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Lilac Yarn and Purple Wire.
Small Hole Punch.
Deckled Scissors.
UHU General Purpose Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC3U-31 Parchment White.

To Make The Card:
Trace the bag pieces from the diagram below

and transfer to the textured paper making sure 
to get an interesting bit of leaf in the right place 
if you are using paper with leaves. Cut out both
pieces and colour all the edges of the bag and 
the flap with the fluid chalk. 

Place the bag flap along the top of the bag
and punch 5 holes along the edge spacing evenly.

Use the lilac
yarn to blanket
stitch through
these holes. 

Cut a 15cm
length of purple

wire and spiral it around a pencil. Slide the wire
from the pencil, lightly stretch and bend it to the
handle shape feeding each end through the end
hole on the bag then tape at the back. Add a bit
of fluffy feather to the bag flap and stick the bow
on top adding the pom poms to the main bag.

Colour the edges and along the fold of the
card mount using the fluid chalk. Stick the bag
into place at the top of the card.

Rubber stamp, or write,
the wording onto the scrap
of card and trim to a good
size around the words using
the deckled scissors. Chalk
the edges of this panel
before sticking into place
on the card.
Far left: This design uses a ging-
ham fabric bag with rivets along
the top edge taking the wire
handle through all the holes.

Actual Size



3D Découpage
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These découpage sheets are
printed in the step by step fash-
ion and do not therefore need
full instructions. Simply cut out
the complete picture, then the
pieces for each layer in turn,
mounting onto the main picture
as you go using either silicone
glue or mini fixers.

With this ‘step’ method you
will often get 7 or 8 layers 
on one sheet and the results
are very three dimensional.
However, a little extra work 
on the layers will enhance the
finished design still further
and this also gives us an oppor-
tunity to show you different
ideas for mounting and for
using the tags and panels.

Bears, Umbrella & Hearts SD344:

Layer 4: Glue bottom of boy’s ear and his
arm at the shoulder. 
Layer 5: Glue girl’s ear. Cut between girl’s
tummy and paw and curve tummy down.
Layer 6: Glue boy’s arm at the shoulder.
Mounted: DF01U-49 Hammer Red. Cut
3.5cm off the left hand panel and all except
3.5cm off the right panel. Cover the right
hand strip with heart paper and make let-
ters using Quickutz Maggie and Maggie
shadow alphabet (QKD003 & 005). Mount
the découpage on the left hand panel with
the edge just overlapping the right panel.

Wedding Flowers SD346:

General: Curve the petals to shape on the upper layers.
Mounted 1: AP02G-SI-30 White/Silver. 
Mounted 2: SF01M-81 Aquamarine. Cut 3cm from the front
flap and cover the edge of the back panel with some Happy
Anniversary paper. Mount the découpage onto raspberry card
and add a strip down the cut edge of the front panel. Mount
the border panel onto raspberry to keep the theme.
Mounted 3: SF05M-81 Aquamarine. Make a matching gift tag
using the oblong panel, I added an extra découpage layer with
the spare flower/confetti strip.

Hearts & Roses Cake SD345:

General: Curving the petals to shape will
make the roses look even lovelier. Use the
‘Mum’ heart to decorate the border or use
it in place of layer 6 in the main design.
Mounted: AP48G-PL-GO-61.

Champagne & Violas SD278:

General: Curve the viola petals to shape
on the upper layers. Cut between the top
two petals on layer 8 and curve one up,
one down.
Mounted: AP48G-HA-GO-61.
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Children With
Flowers SD347:

Layer 2: Cut back
leg away from
branch and curve
top of leg down.
Layer 4: Cut
between fringe and
hat brim, and curve
hair down at cut.
Glue bottom of 
collar. Glue top of
basket handle. Cut
between folds of
dress and curve 
to shape.
Layer 5: Glue both
arm tops. Glue bow
by knot.
Mounted: AP48U-
47 Hammer Pink. 

Basket Of Flowers
SD348:

Layer 3: Cut between 
top left leaf and part
white flower and curve
flower down. Cut between
top white and yellow
flower and curve white
flower down. Cut be-
tween bottom primrose
and leaf and curve 
flower down.
Layer 4: Cut between top
two leaves, curve back 
one down.
Layer 5: Cut between
petals of right hand flower
and shape petals.

Tee Break SD283:

Layer 2: Glue bottom
and sides of grass
strip. Place a sticky
fixer near top right of
of Tee Break sign. 
Layer 3: Cut flag
from club. Do not
place a fixer on 
the sign, glue the
top corner to the
layer below.
Layers 4, 5 & 6: Glue
the top corner of the
Tee Break sign to the
layer below.
Layer 7: Fold the
pocket along the
seam and sticky fix
the front only, glue
the very bottom edge.
Layer 8: Sticky fix the sign into place. Glue the bottom of the

grass under the tee. 
Mounted 1:
AP48U-51 Hammer
Blue. I stitched a
piece of green
thread through the
top of the wording
panel and ‘hung’ the
sign around the tee
using sticky fixers
to keep it in place. 
Mounted 2:
DSF10P-122 Green
Diagonal Stripe. 
Stick the design
onto a red card
panel before mount-
ing. The red and
white ‘DAD’ letters
were made using
Quickutz Maggie
and Maggie shadow
alphabet (QKD003
& 005) once again.

Bears In Flowery
Doorway SD349:

Layer 3: Curve mum’s head
by back ear. Curve top of bow loop down.
Layer 4: Glue bottom of mum’s ear and at her shoulder. 
Layer 5: Glue mum’s shoulder. Curve small bear’s head by ear.
Layer 6: Curve small bear’s head down by back ear. 
Layer 7: Glue ear and face.
Mounted 1: SF01U-12 Pale Cream. I’ve cut the front edge with a
Fiskars border punch (PPU157) and used a purple insert behind.
The wording is Quickutz Frankie alphabet (QKD047).
Mounted 2: AP48U-49 Hammer Red.

Mounted 1: AP02G-GO-14
Dark Brown/Gold. One 
or two of the leaf tips just
come outside the aperture
area, so keep the sticky 
fixers away from the leaf
tips and take care when
mounting. 
Mounted 2: SF01U-14
Dark Brown. The design is
mounted to the right of the
front panel, with 3mm
wide strips of bright yellow
card added either side. 
I’ve used gold thread to
make chains of flower but-
tons and seed beads which
hang down from the oval
panel to the left of the card.



Girly Dress
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By Katie Conway
This glamourous dress would also be suitable

for a girly birthday card, change the colours to
suit the recipient or the fabrics you have and it
will still look great.

Materials Required:
White Card A5.
Scrap of Pink Card and Stiff Cardboard Scraps.
Silver Sequins: TSQ09.
Pink Chalk Powder.
Silver Gemstones: GEM13.
Pink Chiffon (approx. 11cm x 30cm).
Pink Tulle Net (approx. 7cm x 30cm).
40cm Length of 3mm Pink Organza Ribbon.
30cm Length of Pink Ric Rac Braid.
Pink Fluffy Yarn: YAR055.
Pink Flower Brad and Small Round Brad.
Pink Fluffy Feather.
Pastel Seed Beads: BEA21.
Silver and Red Craft Wire.
Pink Thread and Beading Needle.
Silver Foil: EASY900.
Tracing Paper, Pencil and Scissors.
Sticky Fixers.
Double Sided Tape.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF01U-61 Textura Bright White.

To Make The Card:
Cut a 15mm wide strip off the right hand side

of the front panel of the card to make it narrower
than the back panel. 

Make a rough edged panel by tearing a piece
of white card to 12cm x 18.5cm, then use the pink
chalk to colour the torn edges. Chalk the fold and
all the edges of the card front panel as well as the
3 edges of the back panel so that the pink shows
from the front.

Glue a strip of the narrow organza ribbon 
diagonally across the panel starting about 3cm
down from the corner, fold the edges to the back
and tape securely. Glue a strip of ric rac braid
about 3cm down from this first strip, folding and
taping as before. Repeat with an organza strip,
ric rac strip and a further organza strip.

The white card I used for my panel had little
bits of foil embedded into the surface giving it a
bit of sparkle, a similar effect can be made with
double sided tape and foil. Make little shapes
from double sided tape and place randomly 
over the panel of card. Remove the backing 
then apply the foil 
to the front of the 
tape pieces.

Make the coat
hanger from red 
craft wire following
the diagram for the
shape. Place the 

Actual Size
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Stitch pink beads randomly over the dress
then position the dress on the card, cut two short
lengths of organza ribbon for the straps and posi-
tion on the hanger, remove the dress and fix the
straps in place on the card before gluing the
dress into place over them.

Arrange the feather and gemstone beside the
dress and glue into place.

Cover the front of the bag shape with double
sided tape and cover with chiffon. Fold the edges
to the back and tape into place. 

Make a silver wire handle using the diagram
for shape again and lightly stitch into place.
Stitch sequins and beads over the bag before
gluing into place over the feather.

I have printed the wording tag on my com-
puter, trim to size and chalk the edge before 
fixing into place with a pretty pink brad adding
some short lengths of fluffy yarn.

Actual Size

hanger on the panel and mark where the top of
the triangle comes, remove the hanger and cut a
small slit. Fix the hanger into place with a pret-
ty paper fastener through the slit. Stick this
panel onto the card using some sticky fixers.

Trace the bodice and handbag shape then
transfer to the stiff card and cut out both shapes.
Cover the bottom 1cm of the bodice with double
sided tape and remove the backing from the
tape. Pleat the netting onto the tape to form 
the skirt fixing at the back. Trim the bottom 
edge to shape if necessary. 

Cut a strip of chiffon about 7cm x 30cm, put 
a line of double sided tape around the top of the
net then pleat the chiffon onto this tape, once 
you have the shape right fix on the back.

Cover the bodice completely with double
sided tape and run an extra line across the top
of the skirt at the front. Remove the backing
from the tape on the front of the bodice and the
skirt top and, using the strip left over from cut-
ting the chiffon (3cm x 30cm), fold the end under
by a couple of millimetres and stick to the tape 
at the top of the skirt. 

Pleat the strip up the bodice in a random way,
neat and tidy will not work here! When you get
to the top trim the chiffon about 6mm above the
card backing, fold the end under and stick to the
tape to make a neat top. Turn the dress over and
remove the backing from the tape covering the
back, then fold the sides of the chiffon over and
stick to the tape. 

Cut two rough flower shapes from the pink
chiffon and two from the net, alternate the layers
and stitch together adding a sequin in the centre
with some pink beads, then stitch this to the dress
where the skirt meets the body. 



Celtic Wedding
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By Pauline Alford
Of Bizzyfingers, Swansea.

Welsh lovespoons have beautiful, intricately
patterned handles. They are traditionally carved
from a single piece of wood by young men, as
a token of love for a sweetheart. 

This tradition makes lovespoons the perfect
choice for wedding cards. Wooden spoons 
and cardmaking don’t go together too well, so 
these Celtic lovespoon
stickers make a great
alternative, the simple
designs are easy to
make and the finished
cards look fantastic. 

I made these four
different style sets of
cards each featuring
Wedding Invitation,
Order of Service and
Place Setting cards.

White/Silver Set 1
The cards and pan-

els have all been cut
with deckled scissors
so they all match, I
have also given the
cards narrower fronts
to allow the background paper on the back to
show when the card is folded. 

All of the white edges
(panels and cards) have been
coloured with a silver ink
pad. The narrow white panels
on the two larger sizes have 
a piece of burgundy organza
ribbon threaded through, the
colour can be changed to suit
the wedding. These are then
layered with background
paper onto the cards and the
stickers added. 

Cream Set
This linen cream set is

really simple to make but
looks so effective.

Stick the spoons onto cream card and cut out,
cut inside all the holes in the handle as well. 

Thread the ribbon
through the top holes
in the handle leaving
the ends long. Stick
onto the card using
mini fixers and trim
the ends of the ribbon
close to the top of the
card. 

Stick the Celtic
square over the ribbon
ends and finish with
the wording beneath.
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Ivory Set 
The cards used

in this set are 
Hi-5 Europa Ivory
which has a beauti-
ful sheen with just
a hint of sparkle
about it. 

Tear a piece of
brown Mulberry
paper to fit the
centre of the card.
Cut panels of gold
angel hair paper
and ivory card to
go over the torn
Mulberry. 

Place the
lovespoon onto
the ivory panel
and add the
wording beneath.
Run a length of gold ribbon down the side of the
card to finish. Place settings need slightly dif-
ferent treatment as they have the name included,
I usually do this on my computer, choosing a
nice font and printing onto card. 

White/Silver Set 2
Gatefold cards really do make lovely

wedding sets, the centre opening gives

you the opportunity
to design something
a little unusual.

The cards are half
covered with Curious
Translucent paper

which I printed with
Welsh wording from
my computer.

I used sticker bor-
ders to accentuate
the openings and
white ribbon around
the card.

The panels are
white, glitter silver
then white again
each cut smaller than
the previous layer,
use sticky fixers to
separate the layers.
Add the lovespoons
then attach the panel
to the left side of the
centre opening.



Wedding Topiary
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By Paddi Horn
I first made this card as a “Best Wishes” card

to a friend on her wedding day. Since then I have
made my sons and daughter-in-laws wedding
invitations as well as two sets of friends daugh-
ters wedding invitations using the same design.

Materials Required:
White Card (approx. 5cm x 10cm).
White Net or Bridal Tulle 10cm x 17cm.
White Wadding 10cm x 17cm.
20 Small White Flowers.
3 White Ribbon Roses: BUD03.
3 Leaves with Stamen Buds (or make your own).
Thin Straight Twig (or florists wire or dried 
flower stem).
3mm White Ribbon 76cm.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Scissors.
Double Sided Tape.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: AP36G-SI-54 White/Silver.

To Make The Card:
Place a piece of tracing paper or plain white

paper behind the card aperture and, taking care
not to mark the card, trace around the outer 
edge of the aperture. Remove the paper and cut
out the shape, pin this onto the wadding and 
cut to shape.

Run double sided tape all around the back of
the aperture, remove backing and then stick the
netting smoothly to it. Place the card opened out
and face down. 

Run a line of double sided tape around the
back of the wadding, remove the backing from
the tape and place over the aperture of the card.
Fold the back flap over the wadding so the
wadding sticks in the correct position onto it. 

Run double sided tape around all four edges
of the back flap and stick firmly closed.

Cut the thin twig to 8cm. Cut a 20cm length 
of ribbon and tie around the centre of the twig.
Tie a bow then use tiny dabs of glue on the twig
to stick it down the centre of the bar on the card.
The lower point of the twig should finish about
25mm from the bottom of the card.

Trace the flower circle and flower pot from
the diagram below and transfer to the white card
before cutting out.

Actual Size
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If your small white flowers have stems, cut off
the stems close to the flower heads. Cover the

circle template with
craft glue and press
the flower heads
into the glue
around the edge of
the circle making
sure you overlap
the circle of card all
around so it does
not show on the
finished design. 

Place the three roses in the centre, these
should be tipped facing outward so they make 
a raised centre rather than just placed flat on
their backs! 

If your bunch of flowers had little leafy buds
tuck three of these in around the roses, if not, use
some small leaves and stamens to make your
own to tuck in. Leave the circle aside to dry.

Cover the pot shape with double sided tape
back and front and remove the backing from the
front of the pot only. 

Cut a strip of ribbon to 25mm and lay across
the bottom of the pot overlapping the sides by
about 5mm and keeping it nicely in line with the
bottom of the shape. Lay another strip above this
making sure the two strips touch, overlapping
the sides as before. Cover the rest of the shape
in this way. 

Turn the pot over, remove the backing from
the tape on the back and fold all the edges over
sticking them to the tape so they are nice and
smooth. Add a little more tape to the back over
the ribbon and stick into place on the card, the
base should be just below the first borderline.

Use glue or double sided tape to stick the
flower top into place over the stem and netting.

To set it off perfectly, I like to place the fin-
ished card in white tissue paper, tied around with
a length of the white ribbon then place this in a
card box - it really adds a touch of class.

By changing the net behind the church win-
dow and the ribbon on the pot this design makes
a lovely silver or golden wedding card.



Viola Fan
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By Tracey Dobinson
I have used violas cut from découpage

paper to decorate my fan and although it
uses six sheets, the result is well worth 
it for a special Mum.

Materials Required:
6 Sheets Découpage Paper: DC278.
A4 Alchemy Lilac Pearl Card and Scraps
of Cream and Alchemy Passion Card.
A5 Patterned Parchment Paper (any
small pattern or plain marbled will do).
5 Lilac Paper Fasteners.
Lilac Tassel.
Lace Border Punch: PPU158.
Shaped Scissors: Wave and Tiara.
Wording Sticker: XL551U-01 Gold.
Scissors or Craft Knife.
Silicone Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC1U-99 Pearl Passion.

To Make The Card:
Lay the opened card face up and mark a dot

in each corner of the front panel at 2cm from the
fold and/or card edge then cut a small slot at
each mark to take the paper fasteners. 

Cut the patterned parchment to 15cm x
20.5cm then punch all of the edges with the
border punch. Lay this onto the card front and
mark the position of the slots onto it. Make a
small slot in the parchment where you have just

marked, place onto the card mount and fix into
place with the paper fasteners.

Next work on the fan. Cut 6 triangles from
lilac card using the diagram (below left) as a
guide then trim the edges with the tiara shape
scissors. To help you get a good shape I have
included the pattern lines as a guide to cutting.

The découpage is worked onto each fan seg-
ment before the fan is assembled and each one
is worked in the same way with the exception of
the leaf marked with an ‘x’ on picture 1. This leaf
is only needed on the last segment of the fan, for
the other five segments you can just leave it off.

Cut the flowers and leaves outlined on the
pictures starting with number 1 and working
through to 4, fixing each layer over the last using
small blobs of silicone adhesive. 

Use a smear of silicone on the wide edge of
one of the fan segments and press a découpaged
viola arrangement onto it, positioning it with the
three leaves on the fan and the viola over the
edge as shown in the picture on the right. Do the
same with each of the other segments and leave
the silicone to dry.

Assemble the fan beginning at the lower
left, lay another segment overlapping both the
fan and the découpage of the first one. Continue
placing the other pieces in the same way and,
once you have an idea of how they need to go,
start again but this time add a small blob of 
silicone on the first segment where the next one
will overlap it, place a smear of silicone on the 

Actual Size
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with the wave scissors. Cut a cream panel at 4.5cm x 5.5cm
and another at 3.5cm x 4.5cm and trim both of these with
wave scissors. Use a little smear of silicone to glue these
together placing in size order centrally on top of one another.
Place the wording sticker on this then glue the whole panel
into place using blobs of silicone.

Above: This fan was made in the same way using the pink
flowers from DC279. Some of the leftover pieces of the design
from these découpage sheets can be used to decorate the
insert and envelope, and as there are quite a few pieces you
could use some to make a pretty, matching gift tag as well. 

narrow end of the next piece and put into place, don’t press the
flower end down allowing the silicone to lift it just a little from
the first one. 

Continue with all the other pieces in turn, keeping the narrow
ends flat on top of one another and placing a small blob of silicone
at the flower ends.

Make a small slot at the centre where all the narrow ends meet
and place a paper fastener through, place the tassel under the head
before bending the tabs out. If your tassel has a cord, replace it with
a small loop of fine cord, cutting the main cord away. Trim the tassel
end to length if it is too long.

Fix the completed fan onto the
card mount using small dabs of
silicone behind the flowers.

Cut a panel from the Alchemy
passion at 4 x 5cm and trim all sides

x

1 2 3

4
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By Anna Hartsoe

Materials Required:
Black Marbled Paper: MM01A4.
Silver Craft Wire: AWR03.
Antique Gold Stardream Paper: STD20P. 
Gold Ferro Paper: F01A4.
Black Paper.
Craft Knife, Cutting Mat and Ruler.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF02U-30 Smooth White.

To Make The Card:
A simple origami fold is used to create these

effective folded hearts. If you are not familiar
with origami it may be a good idea to practice on
some scrap paper first. For clarity, the back of 
the paper is shown as dark yellow, the front is
shown grey. Make three hearts following the
instructions below.

1. Cut a 5cm square from marble paper, place the square
face down and fold in half diagonally as shown.

2. Make a small pencil mark in the centre of the lower
edge. Fold the top points down to approx. 5mm fro m
the lower edge.

3a. Fold the left hand side up from the centre mark as
shown, then the right hand side in the same way.

3b. This is what the shape looks like, now turn it so the
other side is facing you (3c) and it will look like this.

4a. Bring the left hand point down over the front section
folding along the top edge and (4b) do the same with
the right hand side.

5. Fold the bottom point of the left hand triangle up and
to the left as shown. Fold the bottom point of the right
hand triangle up and to the right to match.

6a. Lift the left hand triangle and unfolding the last fold,
press lightly on the inner fold to open the shape and 

1 2

3a 3b 3c

4a 4b 5

6a 6b 6c

Origami Valentines
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7a. Fold the top tip and side edge of the left hand side 
as shown then repeat with the right hand side. Turn the
heart over (7b) so the right side is facing and it is ready
to use.

Cut three 3cm squares from the gold Ferro
paper, place a dab of glue to the centre of the
gold side and place a heart onto it. Repeat this
with the other two hearts and squares.

Cut about 20cm of silver wire and coil one
end for around 8 turns, hold the end in a pair of
pliers or some old scissors while you wind the
coils. Hold the coil over the top left corner of the
heart (one of those glued onto the gold paper)
while you take the straight end of the wire over
the gold paper and down the back. I like to place
a little clear tape on it to stop it sliding off. Fold
the rest of the wire up to the front so it goes to
the bottom right of the heart and wind it to a
coil. The coils do not have to be perfectly round,
in fact the irregularity gives them a more inter-
esting texture.

Cut three 35mm squares of black paper and
glue a heart panel onto each. Cut some bla   ck
paper to 80mm x 140mm and glue centrally onto
the card mount.

Cut the antique gold Stardream paper to
75mm x 135mm, glue this centrally onto the
black panel and then mount the three heart 
panels centrally onto this to complete the card.

This elegant marble paper comes in three
colourways giving you plenty of versatility. The
white marble works just as well as the black and,
if you fold so that some of the copper marbling is
at the front, it combines really well with copper
wire and Alchemy pearl bronze card.

Experiment with different colours, the num-
ber and sizes of hearts but most of all, enjoy!

(6b) press flat. Then (6c) do the same with the right
hand side triangle.

7a 7b



Silver Weddings
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By Barbara Mercer

Materials Required:
Thin Card: Astralux White, Linen White, Shiny
Silver, Pearl Silver and Morphing Mauve.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Ivory/Silver Fleck Angel Hair Paper.
Silver and Ivory Angel Hair Paper.
Star Embossing Plate or Stencil.
Heart Embossing Plate or Stencil: SBP01.
Embossing Tool.
Silver Wire: AWR03.
Silver Glitter Glue: GLI46.
2 Silver Gems: GEM13.
5mm Silver Bugle Beads and Mixed 
Silver & Lilac 2.5mm Seed Beads.
Gold Label Stickers: 
XL478U-02 Wording, XL171U-02 Borders 
and XL264U-02 Congratulations.
Craft Knife or Scissors.
Clear Tape and Mini Fixers.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: AP06U-45 Hammer White.

To Make Card 1:
Cut a piece of Astralux white card to 10cm x

13cm. Overlay the left side with silver angel hair
and overlay this with a little white, making a
rough shaped edge in the centre of the card.
Angel hair paper has to be torn to make the edge
look frayed and fluffy, but the fibres in the paper
are very strong - hold each side of the sheet 
firmly and pull apart as hard as you can. 

If you want to adjust the edge shape after
tearing, you can tear off smaller portions and lay
them on top of the main piece. You will have to
tear these small pieces all around so you don’t
have any straight edges or they will show. Glue
or tape into place at the outside edge only.

Mount this panel behind the aperture in the
card and glue the back flap closed behind it.

Trace both
heart outlines and
transfer the larger
one to the silver
card twice and
the smaller one
to mauve card
twice then cut
them all out.

Cut a length of
silver wire about
11cm long, coil
one end to a 
spiral then coil the other end in the opposite
direction. Both ends should be coiled evenly
leaving about 6cm in the centre.

Tape the coiled wire to the back of one of the
silver hearts so the coils protrude on either side.
Do the same for the other silver heart. Glue both
of these hearts onto the prepared aperture,
placing them in the centre widthwise and with
even spacing above and below the hearts.

Actual Size
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Use an embossing plate with the embossing
tool to emboss little hearts over the two mauve
hearts cut earlier.

Cut a 20cm length of silver wire, bend one
end over and thread 25-30 mixed beads onto it.
Tape the straight end of wire to the back of a
mauve heart bending the wire to the front. Wrap
the wire around the heart to leave 5 random lines
across the heart, as you wind move the beads so
they are only on the front and look good to you.

Trim the wire and tape the end onto the back
of the heart. Use mini fixers to stick the wrapped
heart over one of the silver hearts already in
place on the card. 

Wrap the second heart with wire and beads
in the same way and stick into place over the
other silver heart.

Cut a mauve panel to 40mm x 80mm and a
linen white panel to 32mm x 72mm. Peel and
stick the wording onto the white panel then
mount the white panel over the mauve. Trim the
top two corners with silver gems before sticking
into place on the card.

Run straight silver border stickers around the
aperture leaving a 1mm border of white.

To Make Card 2:
The ivory angel hair paper I used for this card

has little flecks of silver glitter in it, if yours does
not it would be simple to add a few tiny dots
yourself. Mount the angel hair behind the aper-
ture and glue the back flap closed behind it. Cut
a panel of pearl silver to 55mm x 85mm and
glue into the centre of the prepared aperture.

To make the ‘topper panel’ begin with an
oblong of white Astralux cut to 50mm x 80mm. 

Cut the silver shiny card to 50mm x 35mm
and tear in half to make two pieces 50mm long
and each with one white torn edge. Emboss these
pieces randomly with stars. I embossed one
half white side up and the other silver side up 
so one panel has indented stars and on the other
they are raised. Glue the silver pieces one to each
end of the white panel with the torn edges facing
inward.

The middle section is tracing paper torn to
roughly match the shape of the torn edges on
the silver card that it is to fit between, with
just a small gap of 3-4mm at each end. Start with 
a piece of tracing paper about 5cm x 7cm and
carefully tear the long ends to fit. 

Glue the torn tracing paper strip into place.
Make little dots of silver glitter glue between
the torn tracing paper and torn silver panels
at both ends.

Take an 11cm length of silver wire and thread
it with mixed beads to fill all but 1cm of the
length, twist the two ends together to make a
loop. Put one bead on the twisted ends gluing it
there if necessary then trim off the wire tail. 

Shape the loop into a heart with the join and
extra bead at the bottom then glue or stitch into
place on the centre of the white and silver panel. 

Take an 8cm length of silver wire and make
into a coil around a wooden skewer or some-
thing similar, remove the skewer and stretch
out the wire again to give a kind of wavy and
coiled length. 

Position the wire across the bottom right
corner of the heart panel and fold the ends to
the back taping securely into place. Make anoth-
er placing this one across the top right corner.

Fix this panel to the silver panel already on
the card using sticky fixers, add a sticker border
around the aperture leaving around 1mm of
white showing then add the wording sticker.



Mariposa Butterfly
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butterfly face down and colour it using the
orange, yellow and brown pens and using the
blender pen to blend the colours to a pleasing
effect. Cover the coloured side with photomount,
leave the backing on. I find this gives the colours
more intensity and is more flexible than covering
with paper or card. Cut out the butterfly.

Glue the black and gold image into the aper-
ture and glue the card closed. Curve the tips of
all four wings of the coloured butterfly down
and use sticky fixers to mount the butterfly over
the background panel.

Rubber stamp the wording directly onto the
card mount.

Cut out the butterfly on the shrink plastic and
shrink either by placing in the oven or using the
heat gun. Once shrunk, stick it onto the card.

Knotting them at the top, tie two lengths of
gold cord and two lengths of black multi yarn
around the fold to finish.
Left: I have used photo corners to create a sort of blotter
effect for this version. As well as the main butterfly, I
have coloured and cut out the two small butterflies.

By Grace Kirk

Materials Required:
Black Paper 12cm x 12cm.
Parchment or Tracing Paper 8cm x 8cm.
Photomount 8cm x 8cm.
Black Shrink Plastic 8cm x 8cm.
Rubber Stamps: Butterfly - Stampers Anonymous
and Mothers Day - Hero Arts.
Marvy Le Plume Pens: RSP0343 Yellow, 
RSP0344 Light Brown and RSP037 Orange.
Blender Pen: RSP01.
Gold Stamp Pad and Black Embossing Pad.
Clear Embossing Powder and Heat Gun.
Black Multi Yarn and Gold Cord.
Scissors or Craft Knife and Sticky Fixers.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: AP04U-72 Tangerine.

To Make The Card:
Stamp the whole image onto the black paper

using the gold pad and set aside to dry.
Stamp the butterfly part of the stamp onto the

shrink plastic using gold ink and set aside to dry.
Stamp the butterfly part of the stamp onto the

tracing paper using the black pad, cover with
clear embossing powder, gently shake off the
excess and use the heat gun to emboss. Turn the



Rebecca Yue
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Designer Profile

My parents never
favoured me to become an
artist, they wanted me to
be properly educated and have a good job with a good
salary. I followed their advice and graduated with a
degree in mathematics and physics. However my passion

for art has been strong
since I was a little
child when I would
paint and draw on all
my text books and
exercise books, ending
me in trouble with the
teachers all the time.

I begged my par-
ents to allow me to
learn Chinese brush
painting and finally
just before the age of

eleven they gave in and I began
studying under a master in land-
scape painting alongside my normal
education.

Later on I followed two more
masters specialising in flower and
bird paintings and two other
teachers in Chinese calligraphy.

My academic study took me to
Canada where I met my husband
and in the middle of my post
graduate study came to England
when my husband took up a job.

Luck in Hsing Shu

Long Life in Chuan Shu Contented/Happy in Hsing Shu
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During my
time here I was
able to concen-
trate on practising
my art and after
both my children
started school, I
finally decided to
be an artist full
time.

My first solo
exhibition in 1985
was the start of
showing my many different Chinese art forms
which are all of ancient origin. These include
Chinese papercutting, calligraphy, brush paint-
ing, knotting and silk painting. From then on I
exhibited and taught extensively and in 1993 set
up my own studio in Bath where I give regular
classes and workshops.

Just like everybody else, I love making cards
and giving them to my friends. I am especially
delighted to make use of all the Chinese artistic
techniques to design cards for other people. Very
often I blend Chinese traditions into the designs
because I like to share my culture with others. 

Cards With Chinese Calligraphy:
There are many styles of Chinese calligraphy,

developed at different periods in the long history
of China. Five of them are the more popular.
Chuan Shu: Shu is the Chinese word for “writ-
ing”. Chuan Shu is the earliest well developed

style of writing. It is usually found on carvings
in stone and brasses. It is also called the “seal
script” because the Chinese prefer to carve
their seals in this style.
Li Shu: Li means “servants”. This style was 
used by servan     ts and traders before becoming
official in Chin Dynasty. The Great Emperor
made it a standard that all documents were
recorded in Li Shu. That is why it is also called
the “clerkly script”.
Tsao Shu: Tsao means “speed”. Many brush-
strokes of Tsao Shu are written linked together in
order to simplify the structure of Chinese words.

Happy Christmas in Kai Shu

Double Happiness
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Kai Shu: This is the standard style you would
find in modern text books, dictionaries and
official documents.
Hsing Shu: Hsing means “running”. It is simi-
lar to Kai Shu but written in a more fluent and
artistic style. This is the style that most people
use for communication in modern times.

All five styles are still popular among artists
for creative works and I have shown an example
of each on my cards.

Over the next
few issues of the
magazine I will 
be giving you the
opportunity to try
out some of these
Chinese art forms
for yourself. The
first of my articles
will feature Chinese
papercutting and
later ones will go on
to Chinese calligra-
phy then Chinese
brush painting.

These articles will feature the symbolic ani-
mals for the Chinese years, either in pictures or
calligraphy. It has been customary to give this
type of card at the beginning of the Chinese new
year, these days they are also given for birthdays,
Mother’s Day etc. For these occasions, the
card will show the animal for the year of the
recipients birth, not the current year, if they

happen to coin-
cide then of
course it’s extra
special.

The date of the
Chinese new year
varies according
to the cycles of
the moon and can
fall anywhere
between January
21st and February
20th   . 

Magazines 38
and 39 (Summer
& Autumn 2005)
have a chart showing the years. Note that some
of the animals are variable for instance the goat 
is often replaced by the sheep or ram and the pig
by the boar or buffalo.

The Chinese new year in 2007 starts on
February 18th, try doing an internet search on
‘Chinese Years’ to find out more about the exact
dates for each new year, the animals and their
cosmic elements (Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal,
Water).

As a further step to pass on what I love to do
I have recently written two books on Chinese art
‘Chinese Calligraphy Made Easy’ and ‘Chinese
Flower Painting Made Easy’, both books are
published by Collins & Brown.

Love is Blossoming in Tsao Shu

Thank You

New Year in Kai Shu Good Wishes in Li Shu



Spirella Roses
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By Ann Wynne

Materials Required:
Alchemy Pearl Card: Lilac and Passion.
Spirella Circles 7cm and 6cm: SPI16.
Purple Thread: MEC07.
Paper Roses: FLW16-36
Gold Label Stickers: XL551U-02 Tiny Stars 
XL500U-02 and XL632U-02 Borders.
Lilac Gel Pen.
Craft Knife and Ruler.
Clear Tape.
Sticky Fixers. 
UHU General Purpose Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF03U-07 Parchment Lilac.

To Make The Card:
Cut a piece of lilac card to 8cm x 11cm and

stick centrally onto the card mount. Use the
straight border stickers to make a neat border 
all around the edge of this panel. 

Peel strips of the small square line border
from the other sheet and add these to the panel
half overlapping the straight border already on
the card and cutting neatly at each corner. This
will give you a straight inside edge and a squared
pattern outside edge.

Cut a piece of passion card to 7cm x 10cm
and glue it centrally onto the lilac panel placing
a tiny star in each corner.

Cut a panel from passion card to 18mm x
45mm, write the message onto it using the lilac
gel pen and glue centrally above the panels
already on the card. Using the small square lines
run a border around the edge of this panel.
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Wind the larger Spirella template using the
purple thread. Tape the end of the thread to 
the back of the shape and bring it to the front
through any one of the slots, this is now slot 1.
Take the thread across the front and down slot 9.

Bring the thread back up at 10, across the
front and down at slot 2, up at 3 and down at
11. Continue working in this way until each slot
has been used twice,
take the thread to the
back, tape securely and
cut from the reel.

Wind the smaller
template using the
same method. Start 
at hole 1 but take the

thread down at hole 14, up at 15, down at 2 and
up at 3 etc. Use sticky fixers to mount the smaller
circle directly on top of the large one then glue
them centrally onto the card mount panels.

Cut the stems from three of the roses leaving
about 2.5cm only. Hold the three roses together
and bring the stems to the centre making a neat
group of three. Twist the stems together and fold
the ends around under the heads so they are
hidden from view.

Stick this little group of flowers onto the
centre of the Spirella circle using UHU glue.

Spirella templates come in a range of shapes,
in either plain or mottled colours. These other
designs demonstrate some of the many different
ways of using single, or pairs of templates with
different types of flowers.

On the previous page, a single template with
three flowers is enhanced by adding a matching
ribbon bow. On this page I have gone for a cream
look, the single hexagon shape above looks great
with a bouquet of small flowers in peach and
orange. On the double oval templates (left) I
simply used a picture of a rose.



Eggstravaganza
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By Christine Robinson

Materials Required:
Frosted Shrink Plastic: SHR02.
Lizard Embossed Paper: LZ05A4 and LZ03A4.
Paper Punches: PPU61 Tiny Egg and 
PPU127 5mm Hole.
Marvy Le Plume Pens: RSP035 Yellow, 
RSP039 Pink, RSP038 Violet and RSP031 Black.
Heat Gun: HOT01.
Small Ribbon Bows: BOW31 in Yellow, 
Pink and Lilac.
Gold Label Stickers: XL632U-02 and XL321U-02.
Yellow Princess Ribbon: RIB11-05.
Thick Card 100mm x 100mm (minimum size).
Silver Thread.
Knife, Ruler, Pencil and Cutting Mat.
Double Sided Tape.
Card Mount: AP75U-45 Hammer White.

To Make The Card:
Trace the oval shape from the diagram below

and retrace onto card to make an oval template. 

Place the template onto the rough side of the
shrink plastic and trace the oval shape in three
places using a pencil. If you want the outline to
show, use the black pen instead of the pencil.

Use the Yellow, Pink, Violet and Black pens to
draw simple patterns inside the egg shapes then
cut out the shapes using scissors and taking care
not to smudge the designs. Punch a 5mm hole
close to the top of each egg.

Actual Size
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Before using a heat gun always protect your
work surface with a thick piece of card or old
newspapers. If you do use newspapers place a
piece of plain paper on top to keep your work
clean. Keep children a safe distance away and
take care as the plastic will become very hot.

Shrink the eggs one at a time using the heat
gun, the plastic will become very hot and will
twist and turn about, then after a short while it
will stop moving and be fully shrunk. Leave
it on the work surface and flatten immediately
by placing a piece of thick card over it and press-
ing down firmly. Hold for a few moments while
it cools down then leave to cool for a couple
more minutes before handling.

Tie a small length of silver thread through the
hole at the top of each egg leaving the ends long
for now. Use a small piece of double sided tape
on the back of each bow and attach one bow to
the top of each egg covering the thread hole.

Fold the card and lightly trace the apertures
onto the flap behind. Unfold the card and place
on a cutting mat. Cut the apertures out of the
marked flap making them a tiny bit larger all
around than the marked lines to be sure they
won’t show once the card is folded. 

Place the card face up and work on the front
panel (middle flap). Outline the apertures with
narrow borders. Run a strip of double sided tape
down the left hand side of the flap centring it
between the apertures and the fold line. Cut a
piece of ribbon about 2cm longer than the card

and stick in place on the tape folding the top and
bottom to the back of the card. Use a little more
tape on the back to stick down the ends of the
ribbon. Use the lettering stickers to spell out
Happy Easter along the ribbon. 

Punch out two eggs, one from each of the
lizard paper colours. The embossed pattern
makes them look decorated already, stick them
onto the lower right corner of the card. Turn the
card face down and put a strip of tape in the cen-
tre above each aperture. Place one of the shrink
plastic eggs into each aperture with the thread
over the tape to hold them in position. Tape
around the back flap and fold the card closed
pressing firmly to stick.
Above: Pink Princess ribbon makes a pretty crossover
border with the lettering placed along the horizontal
strip. For these eggs, I drew the patterns in a dark shade
then coloured in the whole egg in a light shade to give
them a more solid look.

Left: To make this card you would need an oval tem-
plate which is 121mm x 96mm. Use the black pen to
draw the shape onto the shrink plastic then draw the
cracked line across the middle and add the pattern. Cut
around the egg and along the cracked line. If your pen
line is a bit thin you may need to redraw the cracked
line on each half so it shows nicely before shrinking the
two pieces.



Mola Designs
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By Mavis Elliott
Mola designs were originally done by Kuna

Indians, they were made using layers of cloth
with patterns cut away to reveal the colours
beneath then the layers were all stitched together
using tiny stitches.

Erica Pels came up with the idea of using
paper to produce a similar effect and Kars  made
metal templates to go with them, though the
Kunas would have worked all of theirs freehand!
I have used just one Mola template to create this
whole collection of cards.

Materials Required:
Mola Template.
Five Different Papers
in: Plain Coloured,
Holographic, 
Pearl and Shimmer.
Blue Gem Flowers:
GEM06.
Mother’s Day Sticker:
XL306U-02.
Fine Pencil and Ruler.
Fine Scissors (optional).

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.
Masking Tape.
Spray Mount: ADH15.
P.V.A Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC1U-45
Hammer White.

To Make The Card:
I bought lots of different

shiny, shimmery, holograph-
ic and plain papers and
picked out similar colours to
go together. For this design
(above) I used plain bright
blue paper, pearl silver, an unpatterned holo-
graphic paper, pale blue shimmer then a small
patterned holographic. 

Many of you may have purchased this tem-
plate from a Kars stockist. If you don’t have one
place a piece of acetate over the diagram and
tape in place. Carefully draw over all the lines 
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using an overhead projector pen and a ruler for
the straight lines. Make it as neat as you can 
as accuracy is really important in these pattern
designs. Cut away all the areas shown white on
the diagram to make a template to work from. 

Start with a square of plain coloured paper
cut to about 10cm x 10cm. Position the oval petal
part of the template in the top left corner of the
paper and tape it into place. You could use a
knife and cut along the
template but I like to
draw around the tem-
plate and then cut out
after all the pattern
marking out is done.

Once you have
marked out this quarter
remove the template
and position the same
pattern in the top right
corner lining up the
diamond shape (in the
adjacent pattern square)
between the petals

If you have not already purchased this Mola template, then unfortu-
nately you are too late as the line is discontinued. However, Kars have
kindly given us permission to print this diagram for you to make your
own template. If you enjoy making these cards, other Mola templates
are still available from Kars stockists.

already marked. Make sure you twist the tem-
plate keeping the same face towards you. Mark
out this pattern then twist and mark out the 
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other two corners
in the same way.

Carefully cut
out to the marked
lines, I like to use
scissors for this but
you could use a
craft knife if you
prefer. Once cut,
place the work on
the cutting mat
and trim the outer
edges to 84mm using a knife and ruler to keep
the edges lovely and straight.

Take a 10cm square of silver pearl paper, lay it
face down and place the blue layer you have just
cut, also face down over it, taping at the very
edges to keep together. Use the blue layer as
a template to draw around tracing the whole
design. Use a wide pencil or one which is fairly
blunt for this job, ideally you want to draw a line
of about 1mm in width giving just the right
spacing for your next cut. Trace around the
outside of the square too. Remove the blue and
carefully cut out the silver keeping to the inside
of your pencil lines (i.e. leave the pencil lines on
the finished work). Trim the outside with a knife
and ruler to keep it straight.

Take a 10cm square of plain holographic, lay
it face down and place the silver layer you just
cut face down onto this. Tape the outside edges
to keep together and use the silver as a template
tracing all the diamonds and triangles but not the
inside of the petal shapes. Trace around the
outside of the square. Remove the silver and
carefully cut out the blue keeping inside the
pencil lines as before and trimming the outer
edges with a knife and ruler again.

Take a 10cm square of pale blue shimmer
paper, lay it face down and place the plain
holographic layer you just cut face down over
this taping the edges. Trace just the four centre
diamonds and the outside edge before removing
the plain holographic and trimming as before.

Take a 10cm square of patterned holographic
paper, lay it face down and place the pale blue
shimmer layer you just cut face down onto this,

taping as before.
This layer should be
marked around the
outside only. Remove
the shimmer pale blue
and cut the holo-
graphic pattern paper
with a knife and ruler.

Now assemble all
the layers in sequence
onto the holographic
square, beginning
with the pale blue
shimmer and working 

The heart template makes a nice little pattern which is
great for best wishes or Valentines cards. These two are
done with three layers and the two at the top of the
page have five layers with raised hearts mounted on
foam tape before cutting out. See what a difference
reversing the light and dark shades makes.
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up to the plain blue. Use tiny dabs of glue
applied with a cocktail stick and ensure each
layer is placed centrally over the previous layer.

Prepare the card by cutting a panel of holo-
graphic paper to 12cm x 17.5cm and a white
panel of 11.5cm x 17cm, glue the holographic
centrally onto the card mount and the white
panel centrally over it. 

Glue the Mola panel at the top of this panel
keeping the top and side borders equal. Glue a
gem flower to the centre of each Mola flower and
add sticker wording to complete.

As you can see this lovely ‘four pattern’ tem-
plate is really versatile and I hope this selection
of designs inspires you to try your hand at
Mola cutting.
The cross design looks great worked as three individual
panels like the green one above but, if using the tem-
plate to make a ‘four square’ design like the one on the
left then you must leave a gap between each placing 
of the template, or the middles will not be joined to 
the frame. 



Alphabet Animals
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By Catherine Collet-Matringe
Here are the next six letters from this lovely

Animal Alphabet. They are mounted in card
colours to suit the subject. Many of them would
look equally good in other colours.

Materials Required:
Mulberry and Nature Papers.
Selection of Coloured Papers Including Black.
Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.
Pencil and Ruler.
Glue Stick and P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mounts: Selection of AP10U.

To Make The Cards:
Cut the background paper to 9cm x 9cm and

glue in place behind the aperture, use the glue

stick very sparingly or it will show through. Fold
and glue the card closed in the usual way.

Mice
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Trace the diagrams of your choice and 
transfer to the coloured paper by tracing over
and indenting the lines. Cut out the pieces and
assemble using the glue stick or a small amount
of P.V.A. glue if you prefer. 

Tip: Always use a new
blade for cutting fine
detail to get a crisp 
finish. If using scissors
make sure they are 
really sharp. If you find
you have not cut right
into the corner, don’t
try to pull it away or
you will get a rough
edge which will always
be noticeable. Instead,
go back and cut into
the corner again.

Nightingale

Octopus

Penguins
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Tip: You can assemble the pictures over the trac-
ing diagrams to get them just right. Simply place
a clear polypropylene bag over the diagram or a
large one over the whole page to avoid getting
glue on it while you work.

General Note: Many of the designs have small
details drawn in. You can use coloured pencils,
gel pens, felt tipped pens or use dimensional 
fabric paints as I have for the eyes.

Quail

Rabbit



Sweet Stitches
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to the card 1cm down from the fold and 1cm
from the left edge placing it over the ribbon.

Glue a piece of white paper to the back of the
gingham and once it is dry cut to 4cm x 4.5cm
using the pinking shears. Thread the needle with
approx. 10cm of the stranded cotton and place
the needle through the gingham fabric piece
before gluing it into place on the card. Cut a
cotton reel from the silver card, it’s easy enough
to cut these freehand but you can use the dia-
gram below if required.

Tape the end of the stranded cotton to the
back of the reel then neatly wind a single layer
over the whole reel, trim the end and tape on the
back. Glue the cotton reel into place followed
by the buttons. 

Lay the ‘threaded needle’ thread to a pleasing,
flowing shape then glue in a couple of places to
keep it there trimming the ends as needed.

Add the sticker wording just above the
ribbon to finish.

This design works really well in any
pastel colour scheme. Replacing the
Mulberry paper with other types of paper
gives it a different look and there is no
need to be too careful with the sizes of 
any of the bits and pieces.

By Amanda Coates
These cards are very easy 

to make just using a few little
colour co-ordinated bits.

Materials Required:
Turquoise Mulberry Paper.
Silver Card.
Blue Gingham Fabric.
Mid Blue Stranded Cotton and Blue Buttons.
Turquoise Ribbon 7mm.
Scrap of White Paper.
Gold Label Stickers: XL306U-02 Silver.
Needle and Clear Tape.
Scissors and Pinking Shears.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF09U-30 Smooth White.

To Make The Card:
Stick a strip of ribbon along the card 15mm

from the lower edge and trim to length.
Cut the turquoise Mulberry to 5cm x 7cm

using pinking shears or zig zag scissors and glue



Corner Designs
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By Rita Jackson
These large corner peel off

stickers are great for adding
impact to your card designs and
they are really effective when
cut and layered with pretty
backgrounds and added glitter.

Materials Required:
Sunflower Sticker: XW601U-02.
Border Sticker: XL330U-02.
Wording Sticker: XL282U-01.
Flower Sticker: XL462U-02.
Alchemy Pearl Paper: Pink.
Scrapbook Paper 
Pink Daisy: SCR107.
Micro Glitter: 
Pale Pink and Deep Pink.
Craft Knife
Cutting Mat.
Clear Drying Glue.

Sticky Fixers.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF06U-47 Hammer Pink.

To Make The Card:
To avoid distortion to the large sticker

it is sometimes better to stick the paper
over the upside down sticker than to try
and place the sticker onto the paper so,
peel the large sticker and place face down
onto the table. Hold the Alchemy paper
with the pink side down over this, lower
onto the sticker and press firmly. Trim
the pink paper neatly to the two straight
mosaic edges of the sticker. 

Fold the card mount, apply a light 
coat of glue to the back of the paper with
the sticker on and stick this onto the card
mount lining up the side with the fold
and the bottom with the card edge, press
firmly into place.
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Place the opened card face up on the cutting
mat and cut along the fold line above the sticker
only. Trim along the diagonal line and around
the flower. The top part of the panel should come
away leaving just the portion with the sticker on.

Cut the pink daisy paper to 14cm square and
glue on the back panel of the card so it shows
behind the cut panel. Make a border using the
wavy line stickers joining neatly at the corners.
Place a flower sticker in each corner. 

Cut a piece of the pink pearl paper to 25mm
x 23mm and stick the wording centrally onto it.
Stick this panel to the top right corner of the card
back panel, approximately 2cm from the top and
right. Use the wavy lines to cover the edge of the
wording panel.

Stick one of each size of single flower from
the centre of the sunflower sticker sheet onto
pink pearl paper. Use the clear drying glue on
the petals of the larger of these two flowers and
cover with deep pink glitter, set aside to dry.

Use glue on the petals of the small flower, the
large flower on the card and the centre shape 
on each mosaic square then cover with pale
pink glitter.

Once the glue is dry, gently tap the excess
glitter off onto a plain piece of A4 paper which
has been creased along the centre then opened
out and use this to channel it back into the pot. 

Cut out the two single flowers trimming to
the sticker edge and mount over the flower on
the card using a sticky fixer between each layer.

Above: Mixing pink and blue gives a bit more
contrast and looks equally pretty, and it’s a great
way to use up scraps of any colour you may
have left over from making other designs.

Above: In pale yellow and green the same sticker
looks quite different and works well as an Easter
card. The pretty striped paper is SCR292. 
Left: A stronger colour scheme can also work
well. This rose corner design is glittered with
extra colours in the border but the sticker is not
not layered. The paper in the background is
Bellezza paper BE02A4.



Funky Chicken
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By Lin Newcombe
I bought a little ceramic chicken for

my Mum’s birthday, I made her a bag
with a chicken design on to go with 
it then thought a chicken card would
finish things off nicely, so here it is.

Materials Required:
Watercolour Paints or Pencils: 
Deep Red, Apricot and Brown.
Fine Drawing Pen and Brown Ink.
Scrap of Watercolour Paper.
Card: Deep Red, Brown and Deep
Yellow or Gold.
Reddish Brown Handmade Paper or 
Mulberry Paper. 
Natural Coloured Raffia.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Black Felt Tipped Pen.
Scissors and Glue Stick. 
Sticky Fixers and P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC3U-45 Hammer White.

To Make The Card:
Tear the handmade paper to 10cm x 13cm,

dampen the edges and tease them out to feather
them nicely. Glue centrally onto the card using
the glue stick.

Trace the chicken pieces from the diagram
(below left) and transfer them to the relevant
colour card. Cut out all the pieces then assemble
the tail pieces as shown (below right).

Position all the pieces except the wing onto
the background and glue each piece in turn.
Sticky fix the wing into place and draw on the
eye and legs using the black felt tipped pen. Tie 
a length of raffia or straw around the fold with
the knot on the outside.

My lettering is done with watercolour paints.
A complete letter chart and full painting instruc-
tions are shown in magazine 33 (Spring 2004), 
in the article ‘Letter Boxes’. Using this you can
paint any name or message in the same style.

Trim the painted wording panel to a neat size
then glue onto a piece of brown card. Trim round
to get a narrow, even border approx. 1.5mm wide

then use sticky fixers to
mount onto the card.Actual Size

Actual Size



Stitched on 18 count White Aida using 2
strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand for the
backstitch. This design fits into the aperture of
an AP78U card.

Stitch Count: width 38 x depth 57.

Pretty Primroses
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By Kathleen Stroud

ANCHOR                                                        DMC     MADEIRA
A  -  288         Pale Yellow                                 445                 0103
B   -  290         Yellow                                         444                 0105
C  -  278         Yellow/Green                            734                 1610
D      316         Orange                                        740                 0204
E   -  90           Lilac                                             554                 0710
F   -  102         Violet                                           550                 0713
G  -  276         Pale Beige                                 3770                 1908
H  -  260         Pale Olive                                 3348                 1511
I        281         Olive Green                                470                 1613
J    -  261         Mid Green                                3347                 1513
K  -  254         Light Green                                472                 1604
L   -  257         Bright Green                               703                 1411
O  -                  1 Strand Each of H & I                  -                       -
X   -                  1 Strand Each of J & K                  -                       -
         1019       Mauve (Outline Only)              315                 0810



Corrugated Crosses
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By Anne Ellis
These dual-purpose designs are perfect for

Easter or Sympathy cards which I sell for my
local church and hospice. For both categories
there is a regular demand as my purchasers tell
me it is often hard to get something suitable.

Materials Required:
Gold Corrugated Card.
Hand Made Paper.
Medium Blue Paper.
Deckled Scissors.
Scissors or Craft Knife.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DE13U-26
Pale Blue.

To Make The Card:
Mount the medium blue paper behind the

aperture and glue the card closed. Use the deck-
led scissors to cut the hand made paper to 40mm
x 65mm and mount this at an
angle across the aperture. Any
hand made paper will do for
this, mine has a rough texture
with petals, leaves and stems
embedded into it. 

Cut a strip of corrugated
card approx. 6mm wide (3 flutes
if using micro) cut one length to
10cm and another to 6cm then
cut all the ends to a slant before
gluing into place.

As you can see from this
small selection, many different
variations can be made from
this same simple design using a
variety of cards with different
materials and colours.



Gallery
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Above: Elizabeth Holloway, Bristol. 
Patchwork star design made using pretty fabric.
Below: Helen Waghorn, Kent. 
The components of this card are pre-made, the
Father Christmas is mounted on a glittered
white circle on a length of stiff wire so it will
swing from side to side when the card is moved.

Above: 
Linda Spivey, Derbyshire. 
I drew and cut out the
bauble and bell shapes
which I then painted with
glitter glue and added
gemstones. They are
mounted over three 
panels of gold in different
textures.
Above Centre: 
Mrs C. Solomon, Bristol. 
Wreaths made from green
paper circles decorated
with green glitter punched
flowers with red centres.
Below: 
Mrs R. Maxim, Berkshire.
Embossed stickers and
paper roses over gold net
with bubble letter stickers
used for the greeting.

Above: Gloria Warner, Hertfordshire.
My lovely leaping frogs were cut from a piece of 
fabric with a sticker dot added to the eyes. The other
items are all Gold Label stickers.  

Above: Mareth Allison, Lancashire. 
Tartan paper envelope and hearts on a gold panel, the
butterflies are rubber stamped and paper punched.
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Left:
Eileen Hansell,
Norfolk.
Sketched style stitched
design worked on Aida
fabric. The card is deco-
rated with stickers and
gemstones.
Right:
Joyce Gregory,
Staffordshire.
This découpaged design
is made from left over
Christmas cards, layered
with gold and white 
card. The design has then
been embellished with
stickers, ribbon and 
glitter glue.

Left:
Mary Dolan, North London.
A cross over star design has been cut into
silver paper with some stitched lines in
each corner. This has been mounted onto 
a pale coloured panel, decorated with
sticker borders and wording, a punched
star and gemstones.

Left: Judy Porter,
North Yorkshire.
Gold Label turbans on white paper which
are then cut out and mounted over red,
black and gold glitter panels.

Above: 
Maus Steele, Cyprus.
The dove is a printed wooden shape and
mounted over a small gold corrugated
panel and then over a blue panel decorated
with sticker stars.    
Left: 
Pam Palmer, Dorset.
Paper punched holly and red flowers with
quilled candle, leaves and candle holder
with a pencilled in ‘glow’ around the flame.
The inside of the aperture is trimmed with
green and gold lace.  

Below: Brenda Judd, Hertfordshire.
Gold sparkle heart with pretty flower
paper heart decorated with paper flowers
and bow.
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Above: Bernd Hildebrandt, Berkshire. 
I have hand cut the three apertures in a single
fold card to fit the glass painted designs. They
are backed with white paper to keep them
bright and the front is decorated with sticker
border lines.
Left: Kathleen Leask, Shetland. 
Main design is embroidery on paper with the
addition of bugle and seed beads. The front of
the card has been cut to shape and decorated
with embossed and paper pricked designs. A
strip of red Mulberry accentuates the cut edge.

Above Left: Sandra Clay, West Midlands.
3D découpage design, the foreground is
fluffy cotton wool snow.
Left: Mrs E. Barrow, Berkshire. 
A 3D découpaged design with glitter high-
lights and sticker borders and wording.

Above: Mrs M. Delaney, Warwickshire. 
Rubber stamped snowman with a Mulberry
paper sky and rough textured paper snow. 
The words, tree and stars are all stickers.
Left: Norah Grey, Essex. 
I have trimmed the front edge of the card to
show the ribbon stuck to the back flap and
then stamped silver snowflakes all over the
front. The scene is rubber stamped and em-
bossed then mounted on textured silver paper.

Above: 
Marion Peacey, Gloucestershire.
Lucky heather and silk flowers in 
a horseshoe with a background of
Mulberry paper with lurex strands 
and sticker hearts.
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Gallery
Left: Kate McLean, Dorset. 
Fabric panel mounted onto
white card and trimmed with
sticker stars.

Above Left: Naomi Lawmon, Wales. 
Fabric winter scene padded and mounted into an
aperture card with touches of glitter for highlights.
Right: Carol Gwilliam, Cardiff. 
Christmas tree cut from felt and the pot from ribbon,
decorated with a string of seed beads and a sequin star.
Left: Mrs J. Sutherland, Essex. 
Teddy badge mounted on red, gold and white panels.

Left: Pauline Sims, Spain.
Christmas tree cut from gold
card and decorated with glitter
glue it is backed by a glittery
gold panel.
Below: Babs Inwood, Middx.
Spirella wound shape using
two different threads wound at
different spacing with a sticker
in the centre.

Left:
Ginny Adams, Bristol.
Triangle of white card rubber stamped with shades 
of green leaves to make the tree, backed by plain
green card and decorated with sticker presents and
glitter glues.
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Above:
Linda Mumford, 
Hampshire.
Rubber stamped and
embossed design with
felt added for the fur
trims. It does not show
here but this card is like
a small booklet with
more rubber stamped
designs inside.
Right:
Mrs C. Douglas,
Yorkshire.
Angel sticker applied 
to white card which is
then embroidered using
straight stitches.

Left: June Ford, Lincolnshire. 
I have used a paper punch to cut a
pattern in the border of the card and
backed the holes with red paper to
accentuate. The Father Christmas is 
a painted wooden shape.
Right:
Jean Borrill, Nottinghamshire.
Silk leaves and flowers with bead and
gem sprays used to make a bouquet
which is backed by a white and silver
ribbon. The heart stickers are silver 
and clear glitter to match the ribbon.

Left:
Joan Fenwick, Middlesex.
3D découpaged penguins cut from wrap-
ping paper with a hand written greeting 
in Russian!

Right:
Mary O’Conner, Ireland.
This Christmas stocking is made from
strips of fabric stitched together, deco-
rated with beads and sequins then
formed over a card shape. The toys
are cut from paper and the stocking 
is trimmed with pipe cleaners, lace,
cord and roses.
Below Right:
Lesley Wootten, Wiltshire.
The card has been computer printed
with the word snowflake, this is over-
laid with blue parchment decorated
with a pre-cut snowflake and a gem-
stone as well as snowflake stickers.
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